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HOW TO RANK YOUR PRODUCTS ON AMAZON? 
 
In the above section of this book we dealt with how to find profitable products online, the 
whole process from initial market research to getting your products and listing them for 
trial run. This chapter is the continuation of the above process. In this chapter we are 
going to deal with how Amazon rank product in their search result. We will analyze their 
Algorithm in detail to reveal insights that will help you get rank up like never before.  
 
For successful business on Amazon you need to understand how Amazon' search 

Algorithm works. Sound obvious but most sellers are unaware of how Amazon search 

works and ranks product on the basis of it.  
 

Are you ready for a shocking fact?  

THREE TIMES as many buyers search for products to buy on Amazon, rather 

than Google.  

Think about it  

Where do you go when you need to know if a product is worth 

buying?  

What about when you want the best deal on anything from a book to a 

refrigerator?  

Amazon

  

Yet, you probably don't pay attention to its search engine - much less consider it as a 

marketing channel worth optimizing for. Even most 'Amazon Marketers' are still spending 

their days trying to optimize their Amazon Listings for Google But, what if you knew 

how to rank in Amazon instead? You'd have THREE TIMES more ready-to-buy 

customers than you'd EVER get in Google - and you'd do it in a fraction of the time! You're 

about to read The Ultimate Guide to Ranking Your Products on Amazon  

http://www.amzinsight.com/features/


Introducing A9: Amazon's Product Search Algorithm 
 
 
A9 is the algorithm with which amazon rank its products. Since we are dealing with 
ranking products on Amazon hence we need to see what Amazon says about this 
algorithm.  
 
''Our work starts long before a customer types a query. We've been analyzing data, 

observing past traffic patterns, and indexing the text describing every product in our catalog 

before the customer has even decided to search.''  

 

As described by Amazon, much of the work is done even before any customer type 

anything. Once the user enter any query the algorithm deliver result in two step process:  

 

First the algorithm pulls all the relevant results from the massive catalogue of 

product listings. Then secondly, the results are shown to the user on the basis of 

relevancy. Just like Google, Amazon search results contain the most relevant 

results. Both the systems are same but Amazon ranks on the basis of conversion 

data for any particular keyword. Following is what Amazon thinks about being 

relevant to the user query. 

 

One of A9's tenets is that relevance is in the eye of the customer and we strive to get the 

best results for our users. [] We continuously evaluate [our algorithms] using human 

judgments, programmatic analysis, key business metrics and performance metrics. There are 

few rules which you always need to remember about Amazon. Make sure you read them 

twice. The top goal of Amazon is to Maximize revenue per customer Amazon tracks 

everything even the mouse hovers on the page. The A9 algorithm connects the above both 

goals.  



Core Pillars of the A9 Algorithm 
 
 
From the information that Amazon have provided us to the experience we have in this 
field, we can group the most important factors for ranking on Amazon into following three 
categories  
 
Conversion Rate - This is the most important factor which Amazon considers. Those 
things which effect conversion rate include customer reviews, quality of images and 
pricing.  
 
Relevancy - To get users to click is the most important things. The keywords used in the 
title and description is what makes the product relevant to any query.  
 
Customer Satisfaction & Retention - It is one of the most important factor for ranking 
on Amazon. If your customers are happy and satisfied then they would come back for 
purchasing another item. In case your customers are not satisfied with your product, then 
there are little chances that amazon will rank you in its search result.  
 
Okay! We're finally ready to start talking about how to rank product listings in Amazon. 
What you'll find below are 25 Amazon ranking factors that either Amazon themselves or 
independent marketers have confirmed the A9 algorithm to use.  

START FREE 
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Top 25 Amazon Ranking Factors 
 

 
Amazon is not Google where they hide their ranking factors to a great lengths. Amazon 
is quite clear about things which effects ranking and all the other factors. You can get 
information on ranking on Amazon on UK seller support blog.  
 
 
 

Conversion Rate Factors  
 
 

Sales Rank  
 

 
Sales rank on Amazon is a rank calculated on the basis of no of sales that a product 
generates as compared to other related products. It is one of the most important 
factor which is directly related to the no of sales. Higher the no of sales, lower the 
sales rank is. For new sellers it would not be easy to get a higher sales rank but 
there are other techniques which can be used to compensate it in order to rank up.  
 
 

Customer Reviews  
 

 
Customer reviews are also one of the most important factors for ranking on Amazon. 
More positive reviews any product get, higher the chances that the product will rank 
in comparison to their competition.  
 

 
 

Answered Questions  
This is one metric which Amazon says they don't track. As answered questions are listed on 
the top of the product page hence it is important for conversions. It help people in case of 
any confusion.  
 

 
 

Image Size & Quality  
The image size policy has become quite important for Amazon as it has been witnessed 
that higher the resolution of picture higher is the conversion rate. In some categories 
image should have at least 1000x1000 pixels or larger. In case it is not present, then 
listing is not shown and is known as suppressed listings.  
 
Higher pixel image means that the customer can use hover and zoom feature to see detail 

features of any image. This increases the conversion rate dramatically.  
 

 
 



Image quality vs. Size  
Image quality is not that much important but is helpful. On the other hand size of the 
image is quite important. A small size image won't rank among product with large 
image size.  
 
That means it is always better to have a single large resolution image instead of 

multiple small size images.  
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Price  
 

 
Amazon use two kinds of conversion rate .i.e. real conversion rates and predicted 
conversion. One of the biggest factors behind predicted conversion rate is the price. The 
A9 algorithm knows that people are looking for lower prices and bargains. The seller in 
the buy box is selected on the basis of price. This is however not the only reason behind it 
is. There are several other factors behind getting the buy box. We will deal with this part 
in the next chapter in detail.  
 

 

Parent-Child Products  
 
Sellers on Amazon sometime create multiple listings against any one particular 
product. This is suboptimal. Amazon gives the functionality of adding multiple 
condition through parent child functionality to direct customers to single page.  

This has several benefits:  

Through this features your customer reviews are maximized because Amazon will consider 
it a single primary product. On the other hand it is better from the UX standpoint of view 
as all the variations will be present on same page increasing your chances of getting the 
customer. With this your chances of beating competition increases.  
 
 

Time on Page & Bounce Rate  
 
Amazon measures each and everything about how customers interact with their 
webpages. They have all the information from bounce rate stats to the time on page. 
These two statistics are calculated by amazon through the below given way.  
 
Time on Page: According to Amazon, the more time the visitor spends on your listing 
pages higher are the chances that it would convert. User that reads the description, see 
the reviews and spends time on product images and in analyzing Question and answer 
finds the product to be useful. Higher the time higher chances that they customer would 
buy it. It is hence important that you have an attractive page for higher conversions.  
 

 

Bounce Rate:  
Bounce rate is the amount of time customers by visiting on your page bounce to another 

related product without giving attention to your page. Amazon has exact time on these 

statistics in comparison to Google. Higher the bounce lower sales and rank your will get 

on Amazon.  
 
 

Product Listing Completeness  
Product listing completeness is another important measure for ranking on Amazon. 
Completeness is mostly related to relevancy which effect conversion rate. More your 
listing is complete the higher the chances of appearing on the top.  



Relevancy Factors  
 
 

Title  
 
Title is an important factor for any search engine. On Amazon, title is even 
more important. However keywords are the most important part of any title. 
More keywords you have in your titles more relevant it will be and greater 
chances it will rank higher.  
 

 
 

Features / Bullet Points  
 

 
Feature or bullet points are also an important factor behind ranking on Amazon. 
Feature points are so important for Amazon that they don't allow products to be featured 
in the Buy Box without features bullets.  
 

 
 

Product Description  
 

 
Product description is an important part of listed product that you can control. This is the 
part of listing on which you have most of the control. An engaging product description is 
what can engage customer into purchasing your product. For Amazon product description, 
keyword density is not an important factor.  
 
All you have to do is keep things natural and don't worry about keywords in the 
description. Using keyword once would be enough.  
 

 

Brand & Manufacturer Name  

 
It is important to list brand name and manufacture number in the title's first part. This is 
because many of the product owners are searching for branded product. By using brand 
name in the title you can rank up for branded searches.  
 

 
 

Specifications  
 
Specification is the part of product page where you can list technical and physical details 
of your product. This is where you can write technical description. The more elaborative 
your specification will be, higher chances you will rank higher.  

CHECK OUT 

PRICING 



Category & Sub-Category  

 
Any typical search on Amazon works in several ways and one of them is searching by 
selecting category. In such scenario only those products are shown which are included in 
that particular category. It is thus important to select the most relevant category and sub 
categories for your product in order to get the position in the category search.  

 

Source Keyword  
 

 
This is one of the biggest hidden ways through which Amazon determines listing's 
relevance to a given product search. This is also yet another example of how Amazon 
tracks every single customer's activity on their website. Take a look at this URL that links 
to a listing for a Black & Decker electric drill, and see if you can tell me what search term 
I used to find it:  
 
 
 
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Decker-LDX172C-7-2-Volt-
Lithium-  
Ion/dp/B005LTNLDI/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1416351135&sr=8-
1&keywords=electric+drill  

You can see the source keyword right at the end of the URL &keywords=electric+drill 

- that tells Amazon that the source keyword was "electric drill".  
 

 
 
Therefore, if I were to buy this drill, Amazon would know that this listing is highly 
relevant for the term "electric drill". The next time a customer searches for that term, this 
listing would be more likely to show at the top.  

 

Here's a neat little Amazon ranking hack you can do to take advantage of 

this factor:  

 

Construct a URL for your product listing using the keyword and your product URL 

with the help of AMZ Insight Amazon SEO tool. You will get a URL which you can 

promote to Drive traffic to the link.  

 

Now anytime you make a sale from one of these shortened keyword links, you're 

basically tricking Amazon into thinking that these visitors performed a product search 

for your target keyword. This can hugely improve organic rank of your product.  
 
 
 

http://www.amzinsight.com/amazon-keywords-generation/
http://www.amzinsight.com/amazon-organic-rank-tracking-tool/


Customer Satisfaction & Retention Factors 
 

Negative Seller Feedback  
 
Amazon claims that they don't track positive seller rating but they do track negative 
rating. The most important factor here will be the frequency with which seller is getting 
negative ratings over a period of some time. In order to win buy box it is important that 
you have a positive rating. This will surely help you in winning the buy box (Download 
eBook).  
 

Amazon Buy Box Feedback Ratio 
 

Order Processing Speed  
 

 
Order processing speed is an important variable for Amazon. This is because they know 
that customers are happy when they get their shipment in shortest period of time. Those 
venders with fast shipping get higher rank as compared to others.  
 

 
 

In-Stock Rate  
 

 
Customers don't like it when they want any product and then they can't have it. This 
happens when product become out of stock or the seller is not keeping track of their 
inventory. In order to win the buy box and maintain higher ranking it is important that 
you maintain your inventory level.  

 

Percentage of orders refunded and pre-fulfilment cancellations are the two big 

customer satisfaction metrics. Lower the percentage, higher chances you will rank at a 

good position.  
 

 
 

Perfect Order Percentage (POP)  
 

 
Perfect order percentage is the ratio of how many orders have gone smoothly from 
customer's click on Add to Cart to when item is delivered. Higher the amount of orders 
delivered perfectly, highly ranked the seller will be.  
 
 

http://www.amzinsight.com/downloads/
http://www.amzinsight.com/downloads/


 

 

Order Defect Rate (ODR)  
 

 
Order defect is opposite to perfect order percentage. This is the rate at which customer 
claims for payment due to not being satisfied from quality. Here are some of the ways an 
order can defect:  

Negative buyer feedback A 

to-Z Guarantee claim  

Any kind of shipment problem  

Credit card chargeback  

 

Each of the above ways count towards order defect rate. According to Amazon customers 

should aim for under 1% Order defect rate.  

 

Exit Rate:  
 

 
Exit rate is calculated on the basis of how many times a customer exits Amazon after 
visiting your listing. If your exits rate is higher than average, then Amazon thinks your 
listing is of low quality.  
 
 

Packaging Options  
 

 
Amazon didn't considered packaging options until recently. Packaging options are now 
considered a ranking factor. Higher packaging options higher chances you will rank 
against your competitors.  
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Key Points for Higher Ranking on Amazon 
 

 
 Revenue per Customer is Amazon's  

Top Goal  

 Amazon Algorithm uses relevance, conversion rate, and customer satisfaction in 

order to rank products Product listing with complete information is important for 

ranking at higher position.  

 Fulfillment by Amazon improves your chances of 

winning the Buy Box  

 Find ways to get 

reviews  

 More sale=Higher 

rankings=More sales  

 Now you have all information to rank higher in Amazon. You can also use AMZ 

Insight Market Research Tool to get higher rankings on Amazon. See here for 

more information http://www.AMZInsight.com.  

 

http://www.amzinsight.com/

